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Well, okay, the title is a bit exaggerated. It should probably read “The RECOMMENDED

JavaScript You Should Know When You Code React & Redux”. But then again, it will be less

click-baity, less controversial, and most certainly generate less sales! That aside, if you pick

this book, chances are your team is migrating to React/ Redux or your architecture team has

decided that the React/ Redux is the “strategic” UI framework to adopt for the enterprise. You

searched on Google for “react redux tutorial” and you found lots of JavaScript syntaxes alien

(probably because you're from a Java/ C# background and the last time you coded JavaScript

was a tiny validation script using JQuery in 2008). But that’s no biggie! You embrace the virtue

of continuous learning. You brag about: "I'm a polyglot developer yo!". And then, you decided to

get several books on JavaScript: probably Eloquent JavaScript,JavaScript Allonge or even

Understanding ES6. But Argh! they are all too verbose. Most of all, you are NOT a

programming noob! You know what variables and conditional constructs are. You simply don't

have time to waste on these basics. Well, I've been there too buddy. And that's why I wrote this

pocket book (aka cheatsheet) to prep people like you transition quickly from basic JavaScript &

intermediate programming knowledge to being able to productively follow through React/

Redux tutorials on the web. Godspeed!
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buddy. And that's why I wrote this pocket book (aka cheatsheet) to prep people like you

transition quickly from basic JavaScript & intermediate programming knowledge to being able

to productively follow through React/ Redux tutorials on the web.Godspeed!PrerequisitesSince

this book will only cover subtleties & nuances of JavaScript, you should at least have the below

prerequisites to follow along:Prior programming experience in any other programming

language (e.g. knowledge of conditionals, loops, data types, etc.)Basic JavaScript syntax (incl.

JSON)Basic Computer Science theories (e.g. immutability, data structure, arrays)How to run

things in Chrome Dev Tools Console or Node.js environment (otherwise, you can't experiment

with the code samples!)StructureThe book will present JavaScript features accompanied by

code examples, explanations, and occasionally exercises for you to check your understanding.

I will also try to add snippets of React/ Redux code to illustrate where those features might be

used in React/ Redux environment.ContributingIf there’s any material here which you believe is

not accurate, let me know via Twitter @tomyjaya2.DisclaimerFinally, I have to say that most the

examples I used are not my original work. The value I would like to bring is that of an

aggregator and communicator, definitely not a thinker, let alone an inventor. Thus, where

appropriate, I shamelessly copy pasted materials from online sources such as MDN and tried

my best to credit them in the References section at the end of the

book.AcknowledgementSpecial thanks to and for their help to proofread and edit this piece of

writing.DedicationTo Eric: May the passion to learn and share always be with you..0. Data

Types1JavaScript is a remarkably expressive dynamic programming language.- Doug

Crockford (JavaScript Legend)
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Redux tutorials on the web.Godspeed!PrerequisitesSince this book will only cover subtleties &

nuances of JavaScript, you should at least have the below prerequisites to follow along:Prior

programming experience in any other programming language (e.g. knowledge of conditionals,

loops, data types, etc.)Basic JavaScript syntax (incl. JSON)Basic Computer Science theories

(e.g. immutability, data structure, arrays)How to run things in Chrome Dev Tools Console or

Node.js environment (otherwise, you can't experiment with the code samples!)StructureThe
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to and for their help to proofread and edit this piece of writing.DedicationTo Eric: May the

passion to learn and share always be with you..0. Data Types1JavaScript is a remarkably

expressive dynamic programming language.- Doug Crockford (JavaScript Legend)You might

have heard that JavaScript is a dynamically-typed language. That means, types are bound to

the values and determined only at runtime. That's very liberating if you come from Java/ C#

background. Unlike in those statically-typed languages, JavaScript doesn't nag about assigning

wrong types to wrong variables during compile time.In this chapter, we'll examine powerful

idioms made possible by this dynamic typing feature and conversely, several caveats to watch

out for when 'exploiting' it.Mixing different variable typesJavaScript has a nifty automatic type

conversion feature. When you do operation on an "unexpected value", JavaScript will silently

try to convert/ coerce the unexpected types to the ones it expects.Let's see what happens if

you mix 2 different types (e.g. String and Number ):console.log('10' + 20); //=> "1020"Hmm..

It's quite intuitive. + acts as a concat method and as the first argument is String , JavaScript

will convert the second one as String as well. What if we reverse it, though (i.e.

Number + String ):console.log(10 + '20'); //=> "1020"Whoa! It's still the same! We can still

rationalize and say that String is somehow stronger than Number . Also, you might come from

Java background and say that this is also in line with the behavior in Java. Just when you

thought you got the hang of it:console.log(10 * null) //=> 0 console.log("6" - 2) //

=> 4 console.log("six" * 3) //=> NaN console.log(false == 0) //=> trueWhoa Whoa Whoa!

What's happening here? Rather than trying to explain the actual complicated and baffling rules

deriving the above results, I'll just leave you with a quote and a meme2:"Oh! It's just JavaScript

being JavaScript.".Hence, lessons to be learnt are:Don't mix your types. It sometimes behaves

intuitively, but other times, it doesn't. You don't want to end up spending countless hours

debugging the latter scenario.When there's no compiler to help you with types, unit test is your

best friend.Don't rely on JavaScript's automatic type conversion. You don't want to memorize all

its rules and certainly should not expect the reader of your code to know of all of them by

heart.Type Coercion ComparisonThere are 2 types of equality comparators in JavaScript:

== (double equals) and === (triple equals).The former will use automatic type conversion

(type coercion) if the 2 operands are not of the same type:console.log('6' == 6); //=> truewhile

the latter won't:console.log('6' === 6); //=> falseYou might think this == is an awesome

convenience feature, but I will advise you against using it. Always use === (or !== for the



inequality counterpart). Again, the reason is unpredictability:console.log(false == 'false') //

=> falseconsole.log(false == '0') //=> trueconsole.log(false == null) //

=> falseconsole.log(false == undefined) //=> falseconsole.log('' == '0') //

=> falseconsole.log(0 == '') //=> trueThe lack of commutative & transitive properties will

produce hard to trace bugs.Truthy & Falsy valueUnlike in strongly typed languages, any values

in JavaScript can be used as a boolean check. When JavaScript expect a boolean type but

given a non-boolean type, JavaScript will convert it to its corresponding boolean value. A non-

boolean value which converts to true is called truthy; otherwise, if it converts to false , it's

called falsy.const aTruthyNonBoolean = 'hello';if (aTruthyNonBoolean) { // I can use string as a p

redicate!   console.log('Whoa!'); } //=> 'Whoa!'const aFalsyNonBoolean = '';if (aFalsyNonBoolea

n) { // I can use string as a predicate! console.log('Not printed :('); }The below are some of the

truthy or falsy values worth remembering: JS Value I.e. Truthy or Falsy {} Empty

Object Truthy [] Empty Array Truthy '' Empty

String Falsy 0 Zero Falsy '0' String with value Zero Truthy 'false' String with

value false Truthy 'true' String with value true Truthy To easily find if a type is truthy or

falsy, you can easily prefix the value with double exclamation marks ( !! ):!!{} //=> true!![] //

=> true!!'' //=> false// ...Short Circuit OperatorsIn JavaScript, the boolean && conjunction

returns the right value if the left value is truthy. It will not evaluate the right operand if the left

operand is falsy. It will just return the left operand itself. See example

below:// 1 is truthy, so, the right operand 'YO!' will be returned1 && 'YO!' //=> YO!// 0 is falsy, so i

t will return 0 // without even evaluating anUndefinedFunction()0 && anUndefinedFunction() //

=> 0The behavior above gives rise to one of its most popular idioms: short circuit operator.

Basically, instead of doing  null or  undefined check in an  if guard, you can just use  && :functio

n funcWhichMightReturnNull(shouldReturnNull) {  if (shouldReturnNull) {    return null;  } else {   

 return {      toPrint: 'print me'    };  }}const nullPrinter = funcWhichMightReturnNull(false);// instea

d of verbose:if (nullPrinter) {  console.log(nullPrinter.toPrint); }// you can do:console.log(nullPrint

er && nullPrinter.toPrint); //=> print meconst stuffPrinter = funcWhichMightReturnNull(true);// ins

tead of verbose:if (stuffPrinter) {  console.log(stuffPrinter.toPrint); }// you can do:console.log(stuf

fPrinter && stuffPrinter.toPrint); //=> null                                      // (But No error/ exception)
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Mohan, “Concise book and acts as quick reference for what matters in Javascript. I switch

between multiple programming languages. Every time when there is a need to switch to

JavaScript, glance this book to bring me up to some speed. You can save little money by

watching 10's of selected youtube videos and collect important tips, or simply read this as

quick reference for what matters while coding. Beware.. this doesn't teach React.jsI

recommend this book for all developers who predominantly uses other programming

languages and switches to JavaScript less frequently.”

Jill, “Comprehensive yet concise. This is book is such a gem that covers all the interview

questions about Javascript or more. I finished reading it within a week. I am more confident of

my expertise on Javascript now. It saves you a lot of Googling and Stackoverflow time. And you

will stop being a outsider of Javascript world.”

The book by Tomy Jaya has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 3 people have provided feedback.
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